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These lecture notes on collections provide a conceptual overview of the collection
types we have introduced in the lecture. They do not give a complete view of how to
use collections in your code. For this, please refer to the slides. I am trying to use as
many analogies as possible in these notes, hoping that this is useful for some of you
to better understand and remember the nature of the different collection types. If you
are the kind of student for whom these analogies are not helpful or rather confusing,
and you understand the slides, feel free to skip these notes.

Lists

Lists are the most basic collection in Python. You have probably written a shopping
list before. I usually scribble down what I need to buy on a piece of paper in a rather
random fashion. A good way to write a nice shopping list, however, would be to
actually write an ordered list:

1. shampoo
2. butter
3. milk
4. bread

Now, my husband can ask me ”Do we really need more milk?” – in this case, he
directly refers to the value that my shopping list points to. He could as well use my
shopping list to access this ’value‘, asking me ”Do we really need more of list item at
index 3?”. I would still know what value he means (the milk) as I also have access to
the list. You can imagine Python lists just like this, except for the fact that counting
starts at 0. So, having studied computer science, I should actually write my shopping
list like this:

0. shampoo
1. butter
2. milk
3. bread

Values can be of different types. Values of the immutable types cannot be changed
(int, str, boolean, float or tuples). Values of mutable types can be modified af-
ter they have been created and used in the program (list, dict or set). Going back
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to our analogy of the shopping list, we can classify the shopping items into multiple
types: stuff that we can buy at the supermarket, stuff that we can only get in clothes
stores, stuff that we can get at a furniture store. (The mutable/immutable analogy
doesn’t work with this example, but that doesn’t matter for what I want to tell you
using this example. So we simply have different types.) When I am preparing for a
shopping Saturday, I could write three separate lists, one for the supermarket, one for
the clothes shopping and one for the furniture store. On each list, I can only put items
that belong to the type of objects available in the respective store. Many programming
languages only allow you to do this, i.e., if you create a list, you can only insert items
of a single type. You could for instance create a list that contains only integers, or a list
that contains only dictionaries, or a list that contains only floats,... (You get the idea.)
Python, however, allows you to put all the items in one list, no matter what their types
are. So I could write one shopping list for all the different stores and mix the items just
as I like. However, as it is slightly more convenient to have a separate shopping list
for each store, it is often more convenient not to put items of different types in one list.
My recommendation is to put only items of a particular type in a list, otherwise, it will
be hard to understand your code.1

If you want to print out all the items contained in a list, you can iterate over the list
using the for loop. Python is going to use one item of the list per iteration in the same
order as they are contained in the list.

1 shopping_list = ['soap', 'bread', 'milk', 'shampoo']
2 for shopping_item in shopping_list:
3 print(shopping_item)

We can also put lists inside lists. In this case, imagine that my outer list is my list of
shopping lists.

0. 0. shampoo
1. butter
2. milk
3. bread

1. 0. jeans
1. socks

2. 0. nails
1. paint
2. lamp

Now, my husband can ask me ”Do we really need item 1 of shopping list number
1?”. In Python, we first name the outer list, and then the inner list. We can even put
lists inside lists that are already inside lists...

Each index of the list is like a variable, it points to some object. So if you have a vari-
able called listVar that points to a list, you actually have a lot of variables pointing
to the elements of the list, and these variables are called listVar[0], listVar[1]

1If you are already familiar with the object-oriented programming paradigm: Of course, I am fine
with putting objects of super-/subtypes into one list. If you are not familiar with OOP yet: Disregard
this footnote.
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and so on. Using lists, you are allowed to change the objects to which your list vari-
ables point using the = symbol, e.g., listVar[2] = ’hallo’. Or, if listVar[0]
points to a list, you can access this sublist using listVar[0], and listVar[0][2]
to access the second item to which the list of listVar[0] points to. Complicated?
Not really, just have a look at my list of shopping lists above again.

One final technical note on lists: The slicing operator (list name[begin:end])
can be used to create copies of parts of the list (which parts: see slides). It creates shallow
copies of the original list.

Sets

Now, we get back to my usual shopping list, a piece of paper that contains the shop-
ping items in some random order. There is no way my husband could ask for an item
using its index. He can, however ask questions like ”Are gummi-bears in our shop-
ping set already?”, and I can tell him yes or no only by scanning my whole piece of
paper. (Python actually has a quicker way of doing this, but we don’t care how it
does that for now. Just imagine Python checks all the items in the set and then knows
whether an item is inside the set or not. Python actually does that very quickly - so
it’s considered good code if you are checking whether an item is contained inside a
set. However, it’s not good if you are checking whether an item is contained in a list
very often in your code - for long lists, this will slow down your code, while check-
ing whether an item is contained in a set is always quick no matter how big your set
is.) We can add items to the set, e.g., the gummi-bears. I will, however, never add an
item twice on my shopping list. Each item may occur at most once - assuming I will
remember how much of each item I need in the supermarket. You can also remove
items from sets.

Let’s now think of the more mathematical notion of sets. Imagine both my flat-
mate and I wrote a shopping list, but then I volunteer to go shopping for both of us
(imagine again that we need each item only once). So I am forming the union of our
two shopping lists and buy exactly these things. She could also tell me that she is not
going to buy the items that are on both our lists, because I am already buying them
(and we are sharing some stuff, so if I am buying soap, she doesn’t have to). In this
case, she would buy the set difference of her set minus the items that are in my set. We
could also decide that only the stuff we both want to have is important - that would
be the intersection of our two shopping sets.

You can apply these operations on sets in two different ways. One way creates a
new set (having no effects on the two original sets) and one way modifying one of the
two original sets (i.e., these methods have what we called ’side effects‘). Have a look at
the Python documentation of sets again and make sure you understand the difference
between these two kinds of set methods.

If you want to print out all the items contained in a set, you can also use the for
loop to iterate over the set. The order in which Python prints out the items, however,
is somewhat random. You will probably get the same order if you run your program
on the same machine, but if you use a different Python implementation (e.g., on a
different computer), you might get a different order.
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1 shopping_set = {'soap', 'bread', 'milk', 'shampoo'}
2 for shopping_item in shopping_set:
3 print(shopping_item)

If you need to have the items of a set in a particular order, and they are all of the
same type, you can use the sorted() function to get a sorted list that contains all the
items of your set. The code below does not modify the original set, but the items of a
set are printed out in a well-defined order.2

1 shopping_set = {'soap', 'bread', 'milk', 'shampoo'}
2 sorted_shopping_list = sorted(shopping_set)
3 for shopping_item in sorted_shopping_list:
4 print(shopping_item)

Sets may only contain values of immutable types. This has something to do with
the fact that sets may contain each item only once. If we could modify an item inside a
set, then we could potentially modify it such that it becomes the same as another object
in the set - but that would contradict the definition of sets. So just remember never to
put mutable objects such as lists or dictionaries inside a set. Python will complain if
you try to do this.

There is a version of sets that you cannot modify. You can only insert all the items
at the time when you create the frozenset. To create a frozenset, you need to create
a list or set first and then call frozenset(set or list), such as in the following
example:

1 x = frozenset([1, 2, 3])
2 y = frozenset({1, 2, 3})

Tuples

Tuples are like the ’frozenset’ version of lists. They may contain elements of any type
(also mutable types), and the items in the tuple have a fixed order. However, the
tuple itself cannot be modified. Accessing an element of a tuple works the same way
as accessing elements of a list, using brackets and the index of the element. But we
cannot assign elements to an index of the tuple the way we can do it with lists, and we
also can’t append items.

How does it work when we have a mutable value inside our tuple? To understand
this, you have to imagine the tuple as a list of variables, where the first one is called
tupleVariable[0], the second tupleVariable[1] and so on. They all point to
some values, and it doesn’t matter whether they point to mutable or immutable ob-
jects. We can change the objects they point to (such as in the example below), but we
cannot change the fact that tupleVariable[0] points to a particular value. If you
try that, Python will complain. With lists, on the other hand, it is allowed to change
the objects to which listVariable[0], listVariable[1],... point.

2This is particularly interesting when you want to iterate over all the keys of a dictionary in an
ordered way. See also the section on dictionaries of these lecture notes.
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1 >>> x = ([1, 2], 5) # create a tuple
2 >>> x[0].append(3) # access element and modify it
3 >>> x
4 ([1, 2, 3], 5)
5 >>> x[0] = 8 # try to assign a new value to the tuple variable
6 Traceback (most recent call last):
7 File "<pyshell#11>", line 1, in <module>
8 x[0] = 8
9 TypeError: 'tuple' object does not support item assignment

In the following picture, lists and tuples are shown as lists of variables. Each list
item is just a pointer to some value.

So tuples can be regarded as a somewhat restricted version of lists. They support
the same operations as lists minus the ones that modify lists. So why are they useful?
Because Python knows that it never needs to modify a tuple, tuples look different from
lists inside the Python Virtual Machine, and they do so in such a way that Python can
do computations using them much faster. Also, as they are immutable, they can for
instance be used whenever we need immutable objects (e.g., if we want to put a ’list’
inside a set or use a ’list’ as the key for a dictionary - but careful: this works only if the
tuple does not contain any mutable objects!).

Dictionaries

Dictionaries are a very useful data type. As mentioned before, if we store a lot of data
in a list, it can potentially take a long time to find particular objects in the list again, as
we have to search for an item within the whole list. Often, we need to work on pairs
of values in our programs, and we can use dictionaries to store and access the data
while the program is running. The data must be of the form key and value. A dict
object is essentially like a dictionary as used when learning a foreign language. For
instance, consider an English-to-German dictionary. The key is a word in English, and
the value is comprised of one or more German words. The key must be unique, i.e.,
each English word is listed in the dictionary only exactly once. The value doesn’t have
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to be unique - a German word might be the correct translation for multiple English
words. The translation of both ’borrow‘ and ’lend‘ is the German word ’ausleihen‘,
so we enter as value the string ’ausleihen‘ for the key ’borrow‘ and for the key ’lend‘,
we also enter a (different) string ’ausleihen‘. As these strings are equal (the memory
location is different, but the content of the value is the same when comparing), the
values of our dictionary are not unique.

In Python, keys must also be immutable. Imagine that you enter something into
your dictionary using a key. If you want to access this values again later, you need to
know what its key is. If the key had been changed in the meantime, you would have no
clue how to find the value in the dictionary. Hence, you can only use immutable values
as keys, i.e., strings, integers, floats, frozensets or tuples that only contain immutable
values. If you try to use mutable values as keys, Python will complain.

The value of a dictionary can be anything. In our English-to-German dictionary
example, we could have lists of German words for each English word, and when look-
ing up the translations for an English word, the dictionary returns the list stored for
this key.

1 eng_to_de = dict()
2 # entering some entries
3 eng_to_de['borrow'] = ['ausleihen', 'borgen']
4 eng_to_de['cat'] = ['Katze']
5 # retrieving entries
6 translations = eng_to_de['borrow']
7 for german_word in translations:
8 print('borrow =', german_word)
9

10 # prints:
11 # borrow = ausleihen
12 # borrow = borgen

Often, you will use dictionaries as the values of dictionaries. Why? The following
example gives you an idea. We want to save the grades for each student - so using one
dictionary per student is convenient. The name of the course can be the subject (as each
student can take each course only once, it’s unique) and the value can be the grade
(doesn’t have to be unique). When programming a grades system, the programmer
doesn’t know how many students should be added, and how they are called. So we
cannot use a single variable per student. A dictionary can act as several variables
(similar to lists), just here, we access the variables using keys, not indexes. So if we
have an outer dictionary grades, then grades[’Mia’] can be regarded a variable
pointing to Mia’s dictionary of grades. This is useful because we don’t need to know
the students’ names when writing the program - at runtime (= while executing the
program), they could be entered into the program by Ms Kroener, and we can create
a variable in the grades dictionary for any student name (or rather, any immutable
key).
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1 # Create a dictionary
2 grades = dict()
3
4 # create a dictionary for each student
5 grades['Mia'] = dict()
6 grades['Max'] = dict()
7
8 # create entries in each student's dictionary,
9 # depending on the courses they took

10 grades['Mia']['linguistics'] = 1.5
11 grades['Mia']['math'] = 2.0
12 grades['Max']['python'] = 1.3
13 grades['Max']['math'] = 2.5
14
15 # look up the grades of a student
16 mias_math_grade = grades['Mia']['math']

Type Conversions

As you probably have noticed, each collection type has its own peculiarities, but many
of them also have many commonalities. Collection types that have sufficiently enough
commonalities can be converted into each other. When doing this, we do not change
the old value, but create a new one, like when making a shallow copy. Let’s consider
some conversions.

Sets and Lists

Sets can only contain unique immutable objects. Lists may contain any objects. From
this follows that we can always create a list from a given set. (If Python prints a list,
it uses brackets, if it prints sets, it uses braces. That’s how you can tell in the example
below that the original set was not modified!).

1 some_set = {1, 2, 3, 4}
2 some_list = list(some_set)
3 print(some_set, 'was copied into a list:', some_list)
4
5 # prints:
6 # {1, 2, 3, 4} was copied into a list: [1, 2, 3, 4]

The other direction only works if the list only contains immutable objects. If you
try to create a set from a list that contains mutable objects, Python will complain. And
even if the list only contains immutable objects, you have to apply the second restric-
tion on sets: values have to be unique. So when creating a set for a list, Python keeps
each value only once, as can be seen in the example below. This is actually very useful
in many cases! Just imagine you are reading a large text file and you are only inter-
ested in which words that occur in the file, but not how often. If you imagine the text
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file as a list of words, you can simply apply set(some list), and you have a set
with all the unique words.

1 some_list = [1, 2, 3, 1, 2]
2 some_set = set(some_list)
3 print(some_list, 'was copied into a set:', some_set)
4
5 # prints:
6 # [1, 2, 3, 1, 2] was copied into a set: {1, 2, 3}

Lists and Tuples

This case is easy - they both may contain any values, unique or multiple times, so
conversion is always allowed. Conversion between tuples and sets follows the same
rules as conversion between lists and sets.

Dictionaries

Dictionaries are different from the other data types. Tuples and lists can also be called
sequence data types. Dictionaries are more complex and built using some of the other
data types. The keys of the dictionary are a set of immutable values, and hence, they
can be treated as a set. In Python 3.X, both dictVar.keys() and the variable point-
ing to the whole dictionary are interpreted as pointing to the set of keys. dictVar
actually points to the complete dictionary. Whether it’s interpreted as pointing to the
set of keys or to the whole dictionary depends on the context, as the example below
shows.

1 # create a dictionary with a few entries
2 dictVar = {'cat' : 'Katze', 'dog' : 'Hund'}
3
4 # dictVar refers to the set of keys in for loop
5 for eng_word in dictVar:
6 # dictVar refers to whole dictionary when used
7 # with particular key to access value
8 print(eng_word, '=', dictVar[eng_word])
9

10 # dictVar refers to set of keys if checking whether
11 # key in dictionary (or rather, in the key set)
12 if 'cat' in dictVar:
13 print('Dictionary knows the translation of cat!')

The function sorted(input) returns a new sorted list of the values in the input.
You can use this to create an alphabetically sorted list of the keys of the dictionary, by
applying new list = sorted(dictVar).

new list = sorted(dictVar.keys()) has the same effect.
A dictionary also provides the possibility to access all the entries (i.e., key-value

pairs) as tuples. In the following example, when iterating over dictVar.entries()
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using a for loop, in each iteration step, a tuple containing first the key and then the
value is given.

1 # iterating over all key-value pairs using tuples:
2 for key_value_tuple in dictVar.items():
3 print('key =', key_value_tuple[0])
4 print('value =', key_value_tuple[1])
5
6 # this code is a little shorter, but has the same effect:
7 for (key, value) in dictVar.items():
8 print('key =', key)
9 print('value =', value)

It is possible to create for instance a list of key-value tuples from a dictionary (I’ll
leave it to you to figure out the code to do this). You can also create a dictionary from
a list of key-value tuples by simply applying dict(list of tuples). (But it is not
something that most programmers use on a daily basis, while conversions between
lists, sets and tuples are rather common.)

1 translations = [('cat', 'Katze'), ('dog', 'Hund')]
2 eng_to_german = dict(translations)
3 print(eng_to_german)
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